PRESS RELEASE

New planning material for profine partners and architects
Extensive updated planning material is now available for the KBE,
Kömmerling, and Trocal brand profile systems.
These materials each contain the new planning manual “Windows –
Doors – Roller shutters” (a ring binder divided into fifteen registers) and
a CD with various user friendly program modules for tenders and structural properties.
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The high quality planning folders contain all of the product details, profile surveys, and engineering drawings for each profile system, including
the high thermal insulation 88 mm systems, and the details and rules for
their structural properties.
The special features on the planning CD include e.g. program modules
for generating CAD profile sections and building connectors as well as
routines for calculating insulation values, isotherms, and wind loads.
Also included is user friendly project administration software for generating the complete set of tendering documents including their regulations.
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“The new programs fulfil all of the market requirements and the latest
standards. With these, the manufacturer will find it considerably easier
to plan his projects with our products, and contract awarding offices will
receive reliable support in handling their projects,” explained Peter Jansig, responsible for profine project management.
profine Group partners can access the planning material online on the
password protected extranet of the KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal
brands. There they can download the planning CD together with a module for automatic updates.
The planning portfolio and CD can also be obtained from the profine
Competence Centre. Simply call +49 6331 56-1520 or visit
www.profine-kompetenzcenter.de
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Extensive updated planning material is available for the KBE, Kömmerling, and
Trocal brand profile systems. These materials each contain the new planning
manual “Windows – Doors – Roller shutters” and a CD with various program
modules.

About profine:
profine GmbH – International Profile Group – is a worldwide leading manufacturer of PVC-U profiles for windows and doors and a renowned provider of
shutter systems and PVC sheets. With its KBE, KÖMMERLING, and TROCAL
brands, the Group has an excellent international standing at 28 sites in 21
countries. profine Group manufactures at production facilities in Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Ukraine, the USA and China. With its head office
in Troisdorf, North Rhine-Westphalia, and a payroll of 3200, the Group recorded a turnover of about €700m in 2011.

